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Getis Introduction to Geography 14e is written to clearly and concisely convey the nature of the field
of geography, its intellectual challenges, and the logical interconnections of its parts. Even if
students take no further work in geography, they will have come into contact with the richness and
breadth of Geography and have new insights and understandings for their present and future roles
as informed adults. This new edition provides students content and scope of the subfields of
geography, emphasize its unifying themes, and provide the foundation for further work in their areas
of interest. A useful textbook must be flexible enough in its organization to permit an instructor to
adapt it to the time and subject matter constraints of a particular course. Although Getis Introduction
to Geography is designed with a one-quarter or one-semester course in mind, this text may be used
in a full-year introduction to geography when employed as a point of departure for special topics and
amplifications introduced by the instructor or when supplemented by additional readings and class
projects.
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This book is being used in my Intro to Geography class. It is a softcover book, that is fairly easy to
read, and has lots of beautiful looking full color pictures and maps. The only drawback for me is the
price of the text, since it is a brand new edition, and I could not find any used copies.

I have looked over several introductory geography text books and this seems to be among if not the
best. It takes a thematic approach rather than a world regional approach. Some people prefer the

regional approach and others the thematic. It looks at a number of themes such as climate,
landforms, economics from the spatial viewpoint. It introduces students terminology and provides
excellent pictures, graphs and diagrams to explain the topics. The chapter review at the end of each
chapter could be better worked but this of small importance since each instructor has differing points
of emphasis. The is written in a manner that keeps the students attention and is less encyclopedia
oriented. I like that it can be rented from since the price of text books is fairly high.

I can't find the connect access code and I need it for school. If I have to purchase this separately,
this is not a good deal at all. I tried to return it, but I have no link to do so. I can't just spend money
for the fun of it. I guess this is somewhat my fault for thinking ebooks may be ok for school.

It was not on point. It was too abstract when I needed exact information.The details were too few
and far between. Gill

Book was in good enough condition when rented. Author does a good job portrayin information in
an accessible view.

Awsome! Really cheap to rent and fast shipping. Thanks.

Delivered in two days! Great!

What it doesn't say is that is the international verison. I am lucky that I was still able to use this book
for my course but be careful
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